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2012 – Another year marked by growth and success 
In spite of the global downturn in the aviation industry Swiss-AS 
successfully closed 2012 with a substantial revenue growth and 
a very positive financial result. In 2012, Swiss-AS also warmly 
welcomed 8 new customers to the AMOS community. The new 
customers are Canadian North, flybe, Saudia Aerospace 
Engineering Industries (SAEI), the Thomas Cook Group, 
Lufthansa Flight Training (now managing all  simulators  with 
AMOS), Volotea, Pegasus Airlines and VietJet. 
As a result of the continued success story, Swiss-AS has, for the 
first time, surpassed the magic number of 100 employees and 
now looks forward to moving into its new headquarters. The 
move to the new facilities located close to the EuroAirport is 
scheduled in summer 2013.  
Also on an international level Swiss-AS continues to  press 
ahead with its expansion plans and will open a Singapore office 
in spring 2013 in response to  the increasing demand for AMOS 
in the Asia-Pacific region. This decision was encouraged by the 
success of Swiss-AS in the USA with our presence in Miami.  
 

Sustainable technological and functional developments  
In 2012, the first AMOS customer went live with AMOS on an 
underlying Oracle database. For a year, AMOS customers have 
the choice to operate AMOS on a Sybase or an Oracle 
database.  
In terms of functional innovation, the launch of AMOS 10.00 
has been a major milestone. Furthermore the introduction of 
the Mobile Device System (MDS), developed by Dr. Thomas 
and Partner, has been fully integrated into AMOS in order to 
help AMOS customers streamline their store processes  

AMOS 10 heralds a new era in Swiss-AS' MRO software history. 
The refactoring work that has been performed over the last 12 
months represents a similar scale as the conversion from AMOS 
classic to AMOSng which occurred about ten years ago. AMOS 
10.00 is the stepping stone of further important strategic long-
term developments including advanced planning,  new cost 
control functions, extended rotable control functions and multi-
entity support functions which help assure the longevity and 
competitive edge of AMOS. In spite of the continuous 
consolidation and development, Swiss-AS will ensure that 
AMOS will continue to meet the high expectations of its large 
customer base in terms of quality, safety and reliability.  
 

About Swiss AviationSoftware and AMOS 
AMOS - developed and distributed by Swiss AviationSoftware - 
is a comprehensive, fully-integrated software package that 
successfully manages the maintenance, engineering and 
logistics requirements of modern airlines and MRO providers by 
fulfilling all airworthiness standards. Swiss-AS is a 100% 
subsidiary of Swiss International Air Lines Ltd., and counts over 
110 customers worldwide to its loyal customer base, including 
pure operators of all sizes, major low-cost, regional and flag 
carriers, large airline groups and MRO providers.  
The fact that none of them has ever replaced AMOS by another 
system speaks for itself. Swiss-AS’ AMOS is the industry-leading 
MRO software in Europe and one of the best-selling solutions 
world-wide. Swiss-AS has its headquarters in Basel, Switzerland, 
and is also represented in Miami, FL, USA. 
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